
Y5 Spring 2nd Half Term

MATHS LEARNING
 

UNITS Covered 

Fractions

 

 

Key Learning: 

Find and use equivalent fractions

Convert between improper fractions and mixed numbers

Compare and order fractions

Understand fractions as division

Add and subject fractions with the same denominator 

Add and subject fractions with mixed denominators 

Solve problems including fractions

Multiply fractions by whole numbers

Find fractions of amounts

 

 

 

 

ENGLISH LEARNING

Key Texts: 

Women in Science

Survival at 40 degrees Below

 

Key Learning 

Write for real purpose and audience understanding the main

features of different forms of writing. 

Pre modification and post modification of nouns

Use of multi-clause sentences

Use relative clauses to add description

Use commas, brackets and dashes to show parentheses

Use a formal tone

 

 

 

.

FOUNDATION SUBJECTS

Topic - Still focusing on Space. We are now focusing on the

moon landings.

Science - Space 

PE - Street Dance/Gymnastics

ICT -Learn to code.

RE - Why do religious books and teachings matter?

FRENCH - Easter in France.

PHSE - Relationships

MEMORABLE
EXPERIENCES

 

Trip to see Legally Blonde at Barnfield Threatre -

Details to follow.

5LD family assembly - 27.3.2020

5SW family assembly - 6.3.2020

 

 

 

 

 

Welcome back for the 2nd (very short) Spring term!

We have lots to look forward to with our Space Buggy project, Family

assemblies and a trip to the theatre!
 

Polite reminders

PE is on 

Monday & Thursdays for 5SW

 

Monday & Thursday for 5MS

 

Monday & Wednesday for

5LD

 

Please ensure your child

has appropriate PE kit in

school. For street dance,

we would like the children

to have their legs covered. 

 

Homework  

Reading records will be

checked on a Friday.

Children should record

their daily reading and

should be reading at least

once a week with an adult.

 

On a Friday, children will

be quizzed on their

spellings and we will go

through maths homework.

Learning
To the right you will see the

children's key learning for this

current term. Whilst some

topics/units change, others may

stay the same.

 

A detailed breakdown of this can

be found on our website under

Year group overviews


